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Presence of thick white discharge after urination is one of the common problems which can
negatively affect a male's physical, mental and sexual health, herbal treatment for semen discharge
after urination have been found very effective in curing the problem in a short duration and safely.
Weak functioning of parasympathetic nervous system is primary cause of the problem.
Parasympathetic nerve is responsible for keeping semen locked, but when this nerve is lacking in
energy and male's body is unable to supply sufficient bio-energy to this nerve semen oozes out
before, during or after urination.

Some males suffer with retrograde ejaculation which means that semen is ejaculated in urinary
bladder rather than through male reproductive organ, this ejaculated semen in urinary bladder is
later passed out with urine. Semen production is an ongoing process in the male body, when a male
discharges semen during urination body is pushed to produce more semen, this process if not
checked or treated can strain reproductive organs and cause many other types of problems to
overall health. Herbal treatment for semen discharge after urination treats all the aspects of the
problem and cures it very effectively and also side by side removes all the side effects of the
problem too.

Males suffering with problem of semen discharge after urination may also face back pain, hair loss,
cramps in pelvic cavity, testicular pain and fatigue. These problems occur due to regular loss of vital
nutrients from the body as reproductive system regularly utilizes vital nutrients to make up for the
lost semen. Enlarged prostrate gland is a cause as well as side effect of the problem, weakening of
other organs due to deficiencies of vital nutrients raise problems like hair loss and fatigue and due to
regular discharge of semen male also suffer with low libido. All of these problems can be prevented
and alleviated by herbal treatment for semen discharge after urination very safely and in a short
duration.

Shilajit is one of the effective herb which is used as herbal treatment for semen discharge after
urination, this herb contain loads of vital nutrients and cures deficiencies quickly, it increases energy
levels of the body to keep nerves energized and in upbeat functioning, this herb rejuvenates
reproductive system and works as potent aphrodisiac to provide higher stamina and strength to cure
the problem of semen discharge in a short duration. Asparagus adscendens is another very
effective herbal treatment for semen discharge after urination. This herb is magical in improving
blood circulation in the body, maintain hormonal balance and provide bio-energy to nerves and
reproductive organs for sound sexual health.

Withania Somnifera is safe and very effective herbal treatment for semen discharge after urination.
This herb is excellent in improving mental and physical health of a male by rejuvenating cells of the
body. This herb counters ill-effects of high stress very effectively which is a major cause of sexual
disorders in males. All of these herbs are safe and effective herbal treatment for semen discharge
after urination but while taking them one should also consume healthy diet and stay away from
unnecessary sexual stimulation to gain beneficial results in even lesser time.
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Peter Naruka - About Author:
Read about a Leaking Semen In Urine Treatment. Also know a Nightfall Treatment. Read about a
Premature Ejaculation Remedy.
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